The evolution of judgement bias in indirect reciprocity
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Indirect reciprocity is a form of reciprocity where help is given to individuals based on their reputation. In indirect reciprocity, bad acts (such as not helping) reduce an individual's reputation while good acts (such as helping) increase an individual's reputation. Studies of indirect reciprocity assume that good acts and bad acts are weighted equally when assessing the reputation of an individual. As different information can be processed in different ways, this is not likely to be the case, and it is possible that an individual could bias an actor's reputation by putting more weight to acts of defection (not helping) than acts of co-operation (helping) or vice versa. We term this difference 'judgement bias', and build an individual-based model of image scoring to investigate the conditions under which it may evolve. We find that, if the benefits of co-operation are small, judgement bias is weighted towards acts perceived to be bad; if the benefits are high, the reverse is true. Our result is consistent under both scoring and standing strategies, and we find that allowing judgement bias to evolve increases the level of co-operation in the population.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Indirect reciprocity, where individuals help others they have previously observed being helpful, has often been invoked to explain the evolution of co-operation in humans (Boyd & Richerson 1983; Nowak & Sigmund 1998a,b, 2005; Wedekind & Milinski 2000; Leimar & Hammerstein 2001; Ohtsuki 2004). Indirect reciprocity (Nowak & Sigmund 2005) differs from direct reciprocity (Trivers 1971) in that the repeated encounters between the same individuals are not necessary, and a donor instead receives a payback not from the beneficiary itself but from another individual in the population. For indirect reciprocity to work, the interacting individuals must acquire information regarding which individuals they should co-operate with and which they should not. This is done by using social information, either through eavesdropping (Johnstone 2001) or through other methods, such as gossip (Sommerfeld et al. 2007). Help should then be directed towards individuals with better reputations (Nowak & Sigmund 1998a, 2005; Leimar & Hammerstein 2001). Indirect reciprocity therefore leads to reputation building and morality judgement (Nowak & Sigmund 2005; Rockenbach & Milinski 2006).

Indirect reciprocity works by helping individuals with a good reputation, and not helping individuals with a bad reputation. In models of indirect reciprocity, reputation is modelled as a score, which is determined by an actor's previous actions. There are two mainstream strategies for determining an individual's reputation: standing and scoring (Nowak & Sigmund 2005). In scoring, the reputation of an individual increases with every act of help and decreases whenever help is refused (Nowak & Sigmund 1998a). In other words, scoring is a simple binary system where helping is seen as 'good' and not helping is seen as 'bad'. Standing, by contrast, uses not only what the observed actor does, but also the reputation of the recipient, in order to determine the actor's reputation (Sugden 1986). In standing, refusing to help bad individuals does not reduce one's reputation as it would under scoring, and standing has been shown to be evolutionarily stable over scoring (Leimar & Hammerstein 2001; Panchanathan & Boyd 2003; Ohtsuki & Iwasa 2004, 2007). In good standing, the reputation of an actor not only depends on their actions (whether or not they offer help), but can also depend on the reputation of both the actor and the recipient. Taking both reputation-forming rules (i.e. when to see a given act as either good or bad) and helping rules (i.e. whom to offer help to) into account yields a total of 4096 possible discrete strategies (Ohtsuki & Iwasa 2004, 2007; Nowak & Sigmund 2005). Of these strategies, only eight (termed the 'leading eight') are evolutionarily stable (Ohtsuki & Iwasa 2004). These strategies have two characteristics in common: (i) co-operating with good individuals (whose reputation is perceived to be good) is regarded as a good act, while defecting against them is regarded as a bad act; and (ii) defecting against bad individuals (individuals who are perceived to be bad) is seen as a good, sanctioning, act (Ohtsuki & Iwasa 2004). This stands in contrast to the simpler, binary good/bad rule used in image scoring (Nowak & Sigmund 2005), which will always be prone to invasion from standing strategies (Leimar & Hammerstein 2001; Panchanathan & Boyd 2003; Ohtsuki & Iwasa 2004, 2007). The studies of Ohtsuki & Iwasa (2004, 2007) have highlighted the need
to fully examine the adaptive significance of information processing and information use in social interactions.

The majority of models on indirect reciprocity assign equal weight to good and bad acts (Nowak & Sigmund 1998a, 2005; Leimar & Hammerstein 2001; Panchanathan & Boyd 2003; Brandt & Sigmund 2004, 2005, 2006; Ohtsuki 2004; Ohtsuki & Iwasa 2004; Roberts 2008). In these models, the reputation of an actor is often calculated either by a simple binary system, based on an individual's previous action (i.e. helped or did not help), or, more often, by adding one to their score (in the case of a good act) or subtracting one from their score (in the case of a bad act). Any behaviour involving information use may involve individuals processing information differently according to which behaviours they have observed, and there is therefore no a priori reason to expect good and bad acts to have the same influence on an individual's reputation. We term the act of weighting good and bad acts differently, while assessing one's reputation, judgement bias (see figure 1 for illustration). This may come about, for example, by remembering more bad acts that individuals commit than good acts (e.g. Mealey 1998; Oda 1997), or by making it harder for an individual to regain a bad reputation than to have a good reputation ruined. In order to be specific about what we mean by judgement bias, we defined 'positive judgement bias' as the case where good acts are weighted more than bad acts (i.e. $x < 1$ in figure 1) and 'negative judgement bias' as the case where bad acts are weighted more than good acts (i.e. $x > 1$ in figure 1). We use the terms 'positive' and 'negative' not to refer to the numerical value of $x$, but rather to denote acts perceived to be good (positive, i.e. co-operating) and those perceived to be bad (negative, i.e. not co-operating), respectively. The absence of judgement bias corresponds to the case where $x = 1$.

Weighting good and bad acts in the same way could influence the evolution of indirect reciprocity and cooperation. Reciprocity can be seen to be a similar mechanism to punishment, where the refusal of help is a way of sanctioning unco-operative individuals (Rockenbach & Milinski 2006). Indirect reciprocity, however, only sanctions by refraining from helping, while punishment sanctions by actively imposing a cost on a social partner. To some extent, negative judgement bias may potentially work in a similar way to costly punishment, where bad acts are sanctioned through the lowering of an unco-operative actors' reputation (rather than actively imposing a cost on one's partner, as in the cost of punishment). In this case, if an observer puts more weight on bad acts committed by an actor than on good acts that actor may have done, then the observer will be less likely to offer help to them in future rounds. As such, negative judgement bias results in individuals defecting against others that have a propensity to defect, while rewarding pure co-operators with acts of helping. This should, in turn, promote co-operation. In this study, we investigate the conditions under which judgement bias may evolve. We use a simple individual-based simulation allowing indirect reciprocity and judgement bias to evolve, and compare our results for both scoring and standing strategies.

2. THE MODEL

We built an individual-based simulation to investigate how bias in judging good acts relative to bad acts can be favoured in an indirect reciprocity setting (figure 1 for illustration of judgement bias). We started with a population of 250 individuals. At the start of each simulation, all individuals were assigned different degrees of judgement bias $x$, which were drawn randomly from an exponential distribution with mean 1. A good act increased the score of the actor by one. A bad act on the other hand reduced the player's score by the judgement bias $x$ (figure 1 for details). As such, each individual had a different perception of the reputations of other members of the population, according to how they bias judgement of good versus bad acts (i.e. the reputation of a given individual was based on the value of $x$ a particular observer has). All individuals in the population had a value of $x$ drawn from an exponential distribution to ensure that the average value of $x$ in the population was 1, in order to fairly evaluate whether positive (where $x < 1$) or negative (where $x > 1$) judgement bias would be favoured. This meant that the judgement bias had the potential to evolve in both directions. Using an exponential distribution meant that the starting median of $x$ was not necessarily 1, although the starting mean was $x = 1$, although we expected that this would not affect our results. We therefore tested our results, where the values of $x$ corresponding to positive and negative judgement bias were reversed (i.e. $x > 1$ and $x < 1$, respectively—fig. S3 in the electronic supplementary material), as well as testing our results with a mutation-limited model, where mutations were drawn from a normal distribution (fig. S8 in the electronic supplementary material).
material. Both analyses produced qualitatively similar results, corresponding to the main model described here, suggesting that the distribution of \( x \) used did not affect the conclusions drawn from our results.

Each player was further assigned two other traits at the start of the simulation: the propensity to discriminate, \( y \), which represented how much an individual will use the score of their partner to make the decision to co-operate; and \( z \), which represented the propensity of an individual to co-operate in the absence of discrimination. If \( y = 0 \), then an individual co-operated purely based on its value of \( z \), while if \( y = 1 \), an individual co-operated based on the perceived image score of their partner. Both \( y \) and \( z \) could take values between zero and one, and at the start of each simulation, every individual was given a random value of \( y \) and \( z \) drawn from a uniform distribution.

(a) Interaction

In each round, every individual acted as the focal individual (the actor) in an interaction with a randomly chosen partner (the recipient). As we consider a population size of 250 individuals, the probability of meeting the same individual in two consecutive rounds was negligible (0.004). Each individual had a reputation score based on past actions. At the beginning of the model, every player’s reputation score was set to zero, and after each round the image score of all individuals was updated. Discriminating individuals always co-operated (helped) if their partner had a reputation score of zero or above, and defected (did not help) if their partner had a reputation score of less than zero (by default, this means that an individual who discriminates will help in the first round, since all reputations are zero at the beginning of each generation). For each interaction, a uniform random number was drawn between zero and one. If the chosen actor had a discrimination value \( y \) greater than this value, then the player used the reputation of the actor to decide whether or not to help the recipient (see §2b for details).

If the reputation of the recipient, from the viewpoint of the actor, was positive then the actor would help, while if the recipient’s reputation was negative, then the actor would not help.

If \( y \) was less than the randomly chosen number, then another uniform random number was chosen to decide whether the actor will choose to help the recipient. In this latter case, if \( z \) (the propensity for indiscriminate co-operation) is greater than the random number, then the individual helps; otherwise it does not help. In all cases, if the focal individual chose to help, it conferred a benefit \( b \) on its partner and paid a cost \( c \). If the focal individual did not help, then neither individual gained, nor paid, anything.

(b) Reputation

We assumed that each act was observed by every member of the population (although we later relaxed this assumption to take into account limitations in the number of acts a given individual could observe—see figs S5 and S6 in the electronic supplementary material). If an observer witnessed an actor committing a good act, then the reputation of the actor increased by 1 point. If an observer witnessed a bad act, then the reputation of the actor decreased by \( x \) (where \( x \) is the individual judgement bias of the observer). As such, all reputations in our model were personal and with respect to the observer. After every round, the reputations, as well as the pay-offs, of all individuals were updated.

We decided to compare two different reputation systems. The first was the classical ‘scoring’ system (Nowak & Sigmund 1998b), where defection is always seen as bad, and therefore decreases one’s score by \( x \) (the individual judgement bias of the observer), while co-operation is always seen as good and increases one’s score by 1. In the second reputation system, we used ‘standing’ from one of the leading eight criteria for reputations (Ohtsuki & Iwasa 2004). This is based not only on what the focal individual does, but also on the reputation of their partner. This avoids the dilemma posed by good individuals in image scoring: if a good individual defects against a known defector, they will lower their image score, even though it would be the best not to co-operate with a known defector (Nowak & Sigmund 2005). We compared the standing and scoring in order to evaluate how judgement bias would evolve under these two reputation-forming mechanisms. In our analysis, we defined standing as the case where co-operation was always seen as good, regardless of the reputation of the recipient, and therefore increased one’s score. In line with keeping within the reputation-forming rules defined by the leading eight criteria (Ohtsuki & Iwasa 2004), we assumed that a good individual defects against an individual who had a bad (i.e. negative) image score was seen as good, while a bad individual defecting against another bad individual was ignored, and had no effect on the actor’s score. As judgements bias \( x \) differed between individuals, image scores were always based on the reputation of the focal individual as judged by any given observer.

(c) Selection

Every individual started each generation with a base-line pay-off of 100, to avoid negative pay-offs. After every generation, the total pay-off of each individual was calculated. Selection took place at the end of each generation. Pay-offs were converted into probabilities (by dividing by 10 000), and these probabilities were then used to select individuals at random, but proportional to their pay-offs, to form a pool of potential offspring. Offspring for the next generation were selected from this pool. Every simulation ran for 5000 generations, which was long enough for selection to reduce the variance of all three traits in the population to a very small value (less than \( 10^{-10} \)). The simulation was run 100 times and for a range of different benefits. The costs were always chosen to be smaller than the benefits (\( b > c \), which is usual in co-operation games), and we set the costs to 1. We ran the simulation for 25 rounds in each generation. To test the robustness of our results, we compared the simulation for different parameters. We ran the simulation for different numbers of rounds (both 5 and 50) in each generation, and found them to be qualitatively the same (fig. S3 and S4, respectively, in the electronic supplementary material). Testing our model for the case where individuals in the population can only remember 10 per cent of all encounters (fig. S5 in the electronic supplementary material) or when the population size was 25 (fig. S6 in the electronic supplementary material), we found the results to be qualitatively the same. We additionally compared our results with a model that started from
increasing the level of discrimination (judgement bias also never evolves as there is no variation individuals always co-operate in the first round and so where \( x \) (i.e. weighting bad acts more strongly than good acts— have the overall effect of favouring negative judgement bias discriminate in the population. If judgement bias evolved (figure 2). In both cases, smaller parameters on the evolution of judgement bias (classical indirect reciprocity, where \( x = 1 \) for all members of the population). The horizontal line in (a(i)) and (b(i)) shows the threshold where there is no judgement bias (i.e. \( x = 1 \)). The simulation was run for 25 rounds and costs were set to \( c = 1 \).

3. RESULTS

We first consider the case where both \( y \) and \( z \) are fixed (and cannot evolve), and look at the influence of these two parameters on the evolution of judgement bias \( x \) (fig. S1 in the electronic supplementary material plots the effect of changing the propensity to discriminate \( y \) and indiscriminate co-operation \( z \) on the evolution of judgement bias for the scoring simulation; fig. S2 in the electronic supplementary material shows corresponding results under good standing). If \( y = 0 \) for all members of the population, judgement bias never evolves (i.e. \( x = 1 \)), as no individuals discriminate in the population. If \( y = 1 \), or \( z = 1 \), all individuals always co-operate in the first round and so judgement bias also never evolves as there is no variation in the reputation of individuals. It can be seen that increasing the level of discrimination \( z \) or decreasing the level of indiscriminate co-operation \( z \) both have the overall effect of favouring negative judgement bias (i.e. weighting bad acts more strongly than good acts—where \( x \) evolves to be less than 1).

In both the scoring and standing simulations, some judgement bias evolved (figure 2). In both cases, smaller values of \( b \) (i.e. lower benefit-to-cost ratios) favoured negative judgement bias, where more weight was attached to remembering bad acts than to good acts. In the scoring simulation, up to the point where the benefits were approximately three times greater than the cost (i.e. \( b = 3 \), \( c = 1 \)), positive judgement bias evolved, where judgement bias was skewed towards weighting bad acts more strongly than good acts. In the standing simulations, for the parameter range analysed, only negative judgement bias evolved—bad acts were always weighted more heavily than good acts—while after this point the reverse became true. We tested the standing simulation for extreme values and found that positive judgement bias was still favoured when the benefits were \( b = 100 \) (i.e. 100 times greater than the costs; average values at the end of 100 simulations: \( x^\text{end} = 0.651 \pm 0.076 \), \( y^\text{end} = 0.634 \pm 0.030 \) and \( z^\text{end} = 0.776 \pm 0.023 \)). However, there was still no judgement bias for standing when \( b = 100 \) (average values at the end of 100 simulations: \( x^\text{end} = 1.019 \pm 0.095 \), \( y^\text{end} = 0.753 \pm 0.023 \) and \( z^\text{end} = 0.737 \pm 0.025 \)). We further ran the simulation with no cost to help, to investigate what happened at the extreme benefit-to-cost ratios, in the absence of any costs at all. In this case (where \( c = 0 \), \( b = 1 \)), judgement bias was skewed towards judging good acts better than bad acts in the scoring simulations (average values at the end of 100 simulations: \( x^\text{end} = 0.698 \pm 0.068 \), \( y^\text{end} = 0.574 \pm 0.032 \) and \( z^\text{end} = 0.698 \pm 0.024 \) but not in the standing simulations (average values at the end of 100 simulations: \( x^\text{end} = 1.143 \pm 0.112 \), \( y^\text{end} = 0.685 \pm 0.025 \) and \( z^\text{end} = 0.625 \pm 0.029 \)). We also compared the simulations where judgement bias was allowed to evolve to those where it was not (i.e. where we fixed \( x = 1 \) for all individuals). We found that, in fact, allowing judgement bias to evolve had the result of favouring discrimination (middle graphs in figure 2), and also favoured increased co-operation among non-discriminators (lower graphs in figure 2). This was observed in both the standing and the scoring simulations, although the effect was much stronger under standing. We additionally ran the simulation where judgement bias was inverted, such that a value of \( x > 1 \) corresponded to positive judgement bias, where more weight was placed on good acts rather than bad acts (i.e. the reverse of above: a judgement bias greater than 1 put
more weight on good acts, while a judgement bias less than 1 puts more weight on bad acts). We found that the results were qualitatively the same (fig. S3 in the electronic supplementary material).

4. DISCUSSION

Our results show that judgement bias evolves under indirect reciprocity. While judging good and bad acts equally allows for a very simple method of reputation, our results suggest that the information used to assess the reputation of conspecifics should not carry the same weight. In our model, judgement bias ($x$) was with respect to the weight placed on bad acts relative to good acts. This means that, for a judgement bias of three, the negative effect of a single bad act on one’s reputation is only rectified after subsequently committing three good acts. The intensity of judgement bias depends very much on the ratio of costs and benefits: for lower costs, the weight that a badly perceived act carries will be greater than that of acts perceived to be good. As the benefits of helping increase, judgement bias becomes skewed towards good acts (fig. S1 in the electronic supplementary material); however, this result varies depending on the reputation rules employed (i.e. scoring versus standing; figure 2).

Previous work has shown that image scoring is generally favoured, if the probability $q$ of knowing the reputation of one’s social partner exceeds the benefit-to-cost ratio (i.e. $q > b/c$; Nowak & Sigmund 1998a; Taylor & Nowak 2007). This means that image scoring is increasingly favoured as the benefit of helping increases. If the costs to help are relatively high, choosing to co-operate with an individual who defects can be costly. An individual should therefore avoid any risks and stay on the safer side, i.e. avoiding helping defecting individuals. In our model, weighting bad acts more strongly than good acts (i.e. with a higher value of $x$) when determining an actor’s reputation can help to avoid the cost of helping defectors. When the costs of helping are high, helping is expensive and should therefore only be directed to individuals with good reputations (i.e. to more co-operative individuals). As such, under lower cost-to-benefit ratios, stronger negative judgement bias (which puts greater weight on bad acts) evolves.

As the benefits of helping increase relative to the costs, co-operating with a bad individual becomes less costly. An individual should now care more about its own reputation in order to earn the high benefits from being helped. Under these circumstances, it becomes more beneficial to try to foster as good a reputation as possible, and this can be achieved through positive judgement bias by weighting good acts more strongly than bad acts. This can be seen by comparing the results of the standing simulation to those of the scoring simulation. Under image scoring, defecting against a defector is unconditionally seen as a bad act, and will therefore reduce one’s reputation and the chance of being helped in the future. If the cost of helping is cheap (e.g. when the benefit-to-cost ratio is high), then individuals who have a positive judgement bias (and put more weight on good acts) will co-operate more, and will therefore gain a better reputation. This, in turn, will lead to them experiencing help from others, and so positive judgement bias will evolve in the population. Under standing, a good individual who defects against bad individuals is seen as good (as opposed to scoring, where they are regarded as bad acts), while a bad individual defecting against another bad individual is ignored. As such, defecting against a bad individual will do nothing to harm one’s reputation (and will even further raise the reputation of an individual with a good reputation). This means that, even under relatively high benefits, judgement bias towards bad acts (negative judgement bias) is favoured, as one can still defect with bad individuals without ruining one’s reputation.

An interesting result of our model is that, under standing, there is a much larger range of benefits over which judgement bias towards bad acts is favoured, than under scoring (figure 2). In other words, standing promotes judgement bias towards bad acts. This is likely to be due to a feedback between the coevolution of discrimination and judgement bias under scoring, in that an individual whose judgement bias is weighted towards bad acts will not help as much (as they discriminate against a larger number of individuals) and will lower their reputation. This is caused by a limitation in scoring, where the reputation of the recipient is ignored: under image scoring, defecting against a bad individual is simply seen as a bad act (Nowak & Sigmund 1998a), while under good standing this limitation is removed, and discriminating individuals take into account not only whether an individual co-operated, but also the reputation of who they interacted with (Leimar & Hammerstein 2001). Dramatically, biasing the reputation of an observed individual through judgement bias can almost be seen as a punishing act, as it reduces the chance that the observer will help them in a future encounter. As such, we note that strong judgement bias works in a similar way to punishment or strong reciprocity (Fehr & Gachter 2002; Fehr & Fischbacher 2004; Gardner & West 2004; Hauert et al. 2007), where a bad act is sanctioned by a social partner. In the case of judgement bias, this sanctioning comes in the form of a dramatically lowered reputation (e.g. if $x = 4$, it will take four good acts to regain a good reputation). The difference with punishment is that, with reciprocity, sanctions occur through not co-operating with unco-operative individuals (and hence, despite the potential reduction in one’s reputation, a focal individual will benefit from not paying the cost of co-operation), while punishment involves active and costly sanctioning of unco-operative players (Rickenbach & Milinski 2006).

A consequence of the evolution of judgement bias is that it favours both indirect reciprocity and indiscriminate co-operation (compare the solid and dotted lines in figure 2, under both standing and scoring, although the effect is stronger under standing). This is because, when judgement is biased towards weighting bad acts more strongly than good acts, committing a bad act becomes much more costly for one’s reputation. This implies that not only is it evolutionarily favourable to process information in different ways, but also this will in turn promote the evolution of co-operation by favouring discriminative strategies. An interesting question to examine further would be whether standing still remains evolutionarily stable over scoring when judgement bias is allowed to evolve. However, based on previous studies, we strongly expect it to remain so (Leimar & Hammerstein 2001; Ohtsuki & Iwasa 2004, 2007).

We have not specified which mechanisms may cause judgement bias, and have simply assumed that one’s
reputation will be weighted in a particular way. Judgement bias could work if cheaters were simply remembered better than co-operators. There is some evidence for this in the psychological literature. For example, photographs of people with tags attached to them were more likely to be remembered when the tag read ‘cheater’ than when it read ‘co-operator’ or ‘trustworthy’ (Mealey et al. 1996). This suggests that defeciting from co-operation elicits a stronger psychological response than co-operating (Mealey et al. 1996).

In a similar vein, it has been shown experimentally that human subjects devote more attention to uncooperative individuals than to co-operative individuals (Vanneste et al. 2007). Memory has already been shown to constrain strategies under direct reciprocity (Miliński & Wedekind 1998). It is likely that additional distractions during co-operative scenarios could mean that, if any acts are remembered in such a situation, they will be bad acts.

Additional evidence for judgement bias comes from a recent study involving customer-added book reviews on online book sellers (Chevalier & Mayzlin 2006). Reputation plays a large part in many areas of human life, particularly now with the rise of the internet as a marketplace (Resnick & Zeckhauser 2002; Resnick et al. 2006). Online book reviews can be seen as the collective reputation of a given book, as they are made by the public at large, and a potential buyer may form an opinion online regarding the quality of a given book when he/she views the book. Studies have found that bad reviews had a much greater (negative) impact on book sales than good reviews (Chevalier & Mayzlin 2006). This suggests that customers of online book sellers attach more weight to negative reviews than they do to positive reviews, and thus exhibit negative judgement bias.

We expect judgement bias to evolve in any organism that exhibits image scoring, whether that be cleaner fish (Bshary 2002; Bshary & Grutter 2006) or humans (Wedekind & Milinski 2000; Wedekind & Braithwaite 2002). Repeated interactions between the same individuals are not necessary for indirect reciprocity and judgement bias to evolve. However, reputation-building systems are costly and will require demanding cognitive abilities (Nowak & Sigmund 2005). As such, we expect our results to apply to animals with higher cognition: as the cost of obtaining information increases, reputation gathering will become less favoured. Our results could potentially apply not only to indirect reciprocity but also to direct reciprocity, where individuals score their partners based not just on what they did in the last round, but from all previous rounds. Based on our results, one might expect that, under direct reciprocity, the tendency would be to attach more weight to remembering acts where one’s partner refused to help over those where they did help. For example, refusing to help after a partner did refuse to help over those where they did help. Our results suggest that, based not just on what they did in the last round, but from direct reciprocity, where individuals score their partners based not just on what they did in the last round, but from all previous rounds. Based on our results, one might expect that, under direct reciprocity, the tendency would be to attach more weight to remembering acts where one’s partner refused to help over those where they did help. For example, refusing to help after a partner did refuse to help over those where they did help.

We could imagine that if players helped according to a cumulative ‘reputation’ or ‘score’ based on what their partner did, the acts of helping and not helping should have different influences on the decision of a focal individual to co-operate with its partner.

Reputation involves a complex processes, and there are many types of information available on which an individual can base his or her perception of another's reputation. Weighting good or bad acts in the same way is not evolutionarily stable according to our model, and judgement bias can additionally help to promote indirect reciprocity and co-operation. Consistent with predictions on how humans remember individuals who commit bad acts (Mealey et al. 1996; Oda 1997; Barclay & Lalumière 2006; Vanneste et al. 2007), we expect judgement bias to be an important part of reputation building in indirect reciprocity.
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